
Feel Something Films Package List
Pricing as of 7/29/22
*Prices may fluctuate depending on economic drivers such as gas prices, drone demand,
last-minute bookings or custom packages. Destination weddings and drives of over 2.5
hours will have additional charges. *

Packages:
- Ceremony Only
- The Half-Day
- Feel Something
- Feel Something Premium
- Feel Something Extra

Ceremony Only - $900
This package only covers the ceremony and is only available for weddings in the greater
Huntsville, Alabama area. This package includes:

- Highlights video of the ceremony & a raw recording of the ceremony
- 1 videographer
- Mic’d up vows
- 2 movie quality (4k/HD) cameras
- Digital Delivery

—----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Half-Day - $1,400
Is wedding video a last-minute add? Are you working with a tight budget? This might be for you.
The major takeaway for this package is: it’s not a full day of filming. Ideally, this would be
ceremony prep and the ceremony. Or maybe, you just want the ceremony. We can work with
you and determine what would look best. This package includes:

- 1 highlight video (no time limit)
- 1 videographer
- 2 movie quality (4k/HD) cameras
- Mic’d up vows
- Digital delivery

—----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Feel Something - $1,900
This package may be the most cost effective, memory capturing package on the market. At Feel
Something Films, your feelings matter and we feel no need to nickel and dime people for things
like time limits, filming hours etc. This package includes:



- 2 videos. One social media highlight with NO TIMELIMIT and one full-length video with
custom music.

- Pre Ceremony, Ceremony, Reception
- 3 movie quality (4k/HD) cameras
- 1-2 videographers
- Mic’d up vows
- x2 Family Interviews
- Digital Delivery
- External Hard Drive

*DRONE AVAILABLE FOR ADDITIONAL $500 CHARGE

—----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Feel Something Films Premium - $2,500
If you want your family fully immersed in capturing your special day, this is the package for you.
Not only do you have several family members that we can interview and mix into the videos, we
also provide a digital archive of still shots pulled from our video. Video often captures unique
perspectives that photographers cannot replicate.  We also will provide a selection of video
clips. We guarantee you will not find this offering at this price.

- 2 videos. One social media highlight with NO TIMELIMIT and one full-length video with
custom music.

- Pre Ceremony, Ceremony, Reception
- 3-4 movie quality (4k/HD) cameras
- 2 videographers (1 videographer can be done for a lower cost)
- Mic’d up vows
- x4 Family Interviews
- Digital Delivery & Quality External Hard Drive
- Selection of still images
- Selection of lightly edited/raw video clips

*DRONE AVAILABLE FOR ADDITIONAL $400 CHARGE

—----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Feel Something Extra - $3,200
- 3 videos. One social media highlight with NO TIME LIMIT,  One full-length video and a

3rd video feature
- Pre Ceremony, Ceremony, Reception + another select event pre wedding
- 4 movie quality (4k/HD) cameras
- 2-3 videographers
- Mic’d up vows
- x4 Family Interviews
- Digital Delivery & Quality External Hard Drive
- Selection of still images



- All *excluding non-useable* raw footage from the wedding
- Drone service for the entire wedding
- Unlimited revisions

* Custom a la carte packages may be available. Inquire for more details.

—----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


